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1. INTK~I)U(.TION 
Bojanic estimated in [l] the rate of convergence of Fourier series of 
functions of bounded variation. Fuhua Cheng gave a result of this type for 
the Bernstein operator in [a]. We improved the result of [2] and obtained 
a result of this type for the Kantorovitch operator in 131. 
If f‘is a function defined on [0, 11, the Durrmeyer operator M,, applied 
to f'is 
where 
p,,Jx) = ;I Xk( 1 -x)” k 
iI 
(see [4]). 
In this paper, we shall give an estimate for the rate of convergence of 
( 1. I ) for functions of bounded variation. Using some results of probability 
theory, we shall prove the following: 
THEOREM. Let ,f he a function of bounded variation on [0, l] and let 
Vt(g,) he the total variation of g, on [a, h]. Then, for every x E (0, 1) and n 
sufficiently large, we have 
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(1.2) 
1 
J‘(t)-.f‘(-~+ 1 .X<t<1 
s,(t)= 0 t = I 
.f(t)-.f’(.- 1 0 < t < .Y. 
In the last part of this paper. we shall prove that our estimate is essen- 
tially the best possible. 
2. LEMMAS 
The proof of the theorem is based on the following lemmas. 
w LEMMA 1. !f’ (jk] (k > 1 ) ure in&prndem rrmdom uzriahles iz,itlz the 
.srrme tli.vtrihution,fitnction.s unri 0 <D</, < i*, /I, = E(t, ~ Et,)‘< ‘;c, then 
5 
P,,l,(.V) d 
Zjnx( 1 ~ x)’ 
(2.2) 
Proof: Let itk} be a sequence of Bernoulli trials with parameter s; 
P(tn = 1) = x E (0, I), P(r, = 0) = 1 -x. Obviously, u, = Et, = x, h, = 
(Di,)‘,‘=t;‘a, /iq =.u(l mP.u)(~‘+(l -.x)‘)<.~(l -.I-). Hence 
(’ 83 1 
,,hb:’ Jnx( 1 - .Y ). 
(2.3) 
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Define q,) = 1:‘: , t,; then q, is the number of successes in the first n trials 
and 
P(q,, = k) = ; Xk(l - xy k = P&(X), 
0 
On the other hand, 
p,,a(r) = P(k - 1 < q,, <k) = P 
Using Lemma 1 and (2.3), we have 
Since 
(2.2) is proved. 
LEMMA 3. For curry 0 d j d n and n mfficiently large, we have 




m-l’/2 dt < 1 e 
J(n+ 1)x(1 -x)’ 
Hence 
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LEMMA 4. For every 0 < .j < n, we have 
f: pn+ d-x) = (n + 1) 1’ p,,(t) dt (2.5) 
k 0 I 
Prmf: (2.5) can easily be proved by differentiating both its left-hand 
and rights-hand sides. 
LEMMA 5. ff’n is st(fficient!,l large, then 
x( 1 -s) 
____ < M,,( t - x)‘, x) 6 
2x( 1 - x) 
n n 
(2.6) 
Proof: By an easy calculation we have 
M,,(x, )= x, M,,( t,x) =z, 
M,,( t2, x) = 
n’x2 + nx( 1 ~ x) + 3nx + 2 
(n+2)(n+3) 
Hence 
M,,( (t - x)2, x) = 
2[(n-3)X(1 -.x)+ l] 
(n+2)(n+3) 
(2.6) follows at once for n sufficiently large. 
LEMMA 6. Let K,(x, t) = (n + 1) I;=, pnk(x) JI,+(~). IJ’ n is sufficiently 
large, then 
(1) For O<J’<.x, we have 
c ’ K,(x, t) dt < 2x(1-x) 0 n(x - y)*’ 
(2) For x<z< 1, we have 
I 
jz 
K,,(x, j) dt < 
2x(1 -x) 
n(z - x)’ 




By (2.6), for n sufficiently large, we have 
K,,(,G f) dt 
1 d (-v ,, I’ (x - t)* K,,(x, t) dt 
1 
=y M,((t -x)2, x)< 
2x( I -x) 
(s - y) n(x - y)*’ 
proving (2.7). The proof of (2.8) is similar. 
3. PROOF OF THE 'THEOREM 
First, 
I M,,(.f; .Y) - f (.I?-~ + 1 +.0-y - 1) I 
~IM,,(~,,s)l+~).~(.u+)~~f‘(s-)I lM,(Sign(t-x),x)1. (3.1) 
Thus to estimate 1 M,,(f, x) ~ t (f(x + ) + .f‘(x - ) I we need estimates for 
M,,(g,, x) and Mn(Sign(t -.x), x). 
To estimate M,,(Sign( t - x), x), we first decompose it into two parts as 
follows: 
M,,(Sign(r - x), x = 
! 
Sign(t - x) K,,(x, t) dt 
0 
= j’ K,,(-x> t) dt- j; KC x, t) dtf%,,(x) - B,(x). 
Y 
Using Lemma 4, we have 
AA-Y) = j’ U-Y, 2) dr = (n + 1) t ~n,c(x) j’ p,k:(t) dt 
k=O 1 
Pnk(-x) i P 
,=o 
n + lAxi). 
By Lemma 3, it follows that 
/A,,(x)- -i (Pd.4 i P&))i 6 &-. 
k=O I = 0 
(3.2) 
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Let 
Since 
I= (Puo + P,I + “’ + P,,,lNP,,O + I’,!1 + .” + Pm) 
= P,dP,,o + Pul + “’ + Pm,) + ‘.’ + Pm,(Pd, + P,,I + ‘.’ + Pm). 
we have 
~-S=PdJ(P,rl + “’ +P,,,,)+P,~I(P,,z + ... + Pm)+ “’ + p ,,,, , pm 
= P,J P~ZO + + Pm I ) + P,,,, I (P,,,, + + p,,,, 2 1 + + p,11 P,)() 
and 
2s - I = pi0 + p;, + + pi,,. 
Using Lemma 2, we obtain 
By (3.2) and (3.3) it follows that 
lA,,(-~)-il i4y;, -.u). 
On the other hand, 
A,,(x) + B,,(.v) = [I K,,(x, I) dt = 1. 
- 0 
Hence 




The estimate of M,,(g,, x) is similar to [2]. We first decompose [0, l] 
into three parts, as follows: 
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Then 
Let i”,,(X, t) = Jr, K,,(x, 2.4) A. 
First, we estimate dz,J,f, x). For t E Zz, we have 
I g,(t)1 = I g,(t) - g,(x)/ d v: t :‘\p ?g,) 
and so 
I~?.,i(f;-~)/ < v:+(,‘\:‘~~’ ‘~,,.,~~r~,:,:~“-Td,i..(x. f). 
Since 1: ~,A,,(.Y, t) < 1 for all [a, h] G [0, 11, therefore 
ld,.,,(.f; -\-)I 6 v:-‘j’,?%,1 (3.6) 
To estimate A ,.,,(,/; x), let y = x - (x/,,&) and note that g, is normalized on 
(0, I ). Using LebesgueeStieltjes integration by parts, we find that 
Since 
1 -s,,’ j.,,(-T t) 4 g,(t). 
Ig,(?+)I=lR,(y+)-g,.(x)I~~:+(g,), 
it follows that 
I 4.,,(.f9 -4 I d Y+,~ k:,) 4,(.5 ,I)) + 1’ j.,Ax, 0 4( -v;‘k,)). 
0 
By (2.7) of Lemma 6, we have 
2x(1-x) 





X 2 d,( - Wg,)). 0 (X-f) 




v: + (g,) V;,(g,) 
,, (.u ~ t)- -----idA- Wg,))= -- (.u-y)2 + 7 
c/t 
+2 1’ Q(g,)y - 0 (.u- t) 
where ?,‘(g,) is the normalized form of V,‘(g,) and p:(g,)= V-:(g,), we 
have 
\ \ ;z dt \ 
I A ,.,,( 1; 3) I d yYg,l m, i 
Replacing the variable t in the last integral by I - x;,/f. we find that 
Hence 
4 
d i nx( I - x) h = , 
v: ,.,-ikJ 
Using a similar method and (2.8) of Lemma 6, we obtain 
(3.7) 




From (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8), it follows that 
5 
<------- Ii 
V‘f’l -“*x X(g,-). 
nx(l -“)h=l t “\vh 
(3.9) 
Our theorem now follows from (3.1), (3.5), and (3.9). 
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4. REMARK 
We shall prove that our estimate is essentially the best possible. 
Consider the function J‘(t) = 1 t - .Y 1 (0 < x < 1) on [0, 11. By (2.6), for 
any small b > 0 and II sufficiently large, we have 
and 
M,,(I t --~1, .u) 3 (~2 +1) i p,dx) j:m+; l t--xl p,,k(t) dt 
h =0 




(t --x)* Pnktt) dt 




where c, is a constant (see [4]), hence 
M,,(lt-xl,x)22+-+. (4.21 
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Choose 6 = Zd’c,/ns( I -.u). We obtain from (4.1) and (4.2) that 
3(x( 1 -x))” 
6 M,,( I f - x I, .K) f 
(2c, + 1)(.x( 1 -.K)) “? 
x&J l-7 
(4.3) 
q nc I 
On the other hand, from (1.2), since V: + a(./‘) = r + /,, it follows that 
< 
5(.\-(1 ,‘)I ’ i, 5 ~ “‘b’~~.~” ‘. (4,4) 
1 
Hence by comparing (4.3) and (4.4), we see that (1.2) cannot be 
asymptotically improved for functions of bounded variation. 
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